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THE KNOCKING CHARACTERISTICS OF FUELS IN RELATION TO MAXIMUM
PEW’VUSSIBLE PERFORMANCE OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES
By A. M. ROTHBOCK and ARNOLD E. BIDRMANN
SUMMARY
h ana@is is presented of the ~elationship of rarious
enginefactors to knock orpreignitwn in an aircra~ engine.
FTom this analysis and from the awilalie experimental
data, a method of evaluating the knocking characteristics
of thefuel in an aircra+ngine cylinder is suggested. Be-
cause themethodis basedon thephytical factors controlling
knock, the knmiking-characteridic cume jor each fuel
expresses the re.latiw mm-mum permissible engine per-
formance obtainablefrom thefuel. Oumes are presented
shouing the manner in which the knocking-cham.deristic
cwve can be used to predict the relirtion~hipbetween com-
pression ratio and rnai-cimumpwrrhwible indicated mean
e.fectire pressure, minimum permissible specificfuel con-
sumption., and man-mum permisw”blepeak pre8sure for
any one fuel. Additional curres show that the knocking-
churaeteristic mimespermit a rational choice.to be made
betweentwo or morefuels or permit thefuel to be sekzted
thatmost~atisfactorilymeetsthe~“wn engine requirements.
The suggestedmethodof determining the knocking charac-
terisiic8 is compared m“th the octane+vwnber scale,
Throughout the di8cus&ion,the susceptibility of the fue18
to ihe temperature conditions un”thin the engine i8
emphasized.
INTRODUCTION
The knocking characteristic of a fuel is the most
important factor in determining g the ma.xinmm per-
missible performance obtainable from t.hnt fuel in a
spark-ignition engine. For this reason, extensive re-
searches have been conducted in an effort to rate fuele
according to their knocking characteristics in aircraft
engines. Most of these investigations have been con-
ducted with the idea of dete rmining a simple method by
which the knocking characteristics of various fuels can
be compared on an empirical basis. In order to deter-
mine the maximum petiible engine performance
obtainable from any one fueI, the probIem must be at-
tacked from a somewhat dMerent angle. The question
becomes one of deiining basic relationships between the
diflerent engine variabIes and the limiting engine per-
formance. The characteristics of the indivichd engine
become important as well M the characteristics of tkw
fuel. If the basic relationships can be determined, it
should be poesible to predict the maximum permissible
engine performance under numerous engine operating
conditions from tests conducted under a few operating
conditions.
The problem resolves itself, therefore, into two parts:
First, a correlation of the effect of the various engine
factors on the knocking characteristics of the fuel or,
since the knocking characteristic of the fueI is the
primary independent variable, the correlation between
the knocking ohamcteridics of the fuel and the per-
tible combinations of the different engine variables;
and, second, a determination of the maximum per-
missible engine performance based upon this correla-
tion.
A corre~ation between the different variabks having
once been obtained, the randts can be expressed in the
form of one or more curves depending on the number
of independent variables. Such curves have aheady
been presented in reference 1 and have been suggested
as a method of rating fuels. Semuys (reference 2}
has shown data that mm-elate maximum permissible
peak pressure, compression ratio, and power output.
In the present report, the data presented in refer-
ence 1 are extended and analyses are made of these
data and of the results of other investigators so that a
correlation of the various engine factors can be ob- ‘-
t.ained. From this analyti it is shown that a single
curve obtained from the variation of a few conditions
repr~ents the knocking characteristics of the fuel in
an engine over a wide variety of conditions.
In the second part of the report it is shown that,
from the knocking characteristics of the fueIs obtained
on various engines, drnates can be made of the effect
of compression ratio, irdet-air temperature, and inlet-air
pressure on the maximum permissible indicated mean
effect.ive pressure, minimum permissible specific fuel
consumption, and ma.fium permissible peak pressure.
A third section is included in which the knocking
chamcteristice are compared with the octane numbers
of the fuels investigated.
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I—DETERMINATION OF KNOCKING CHARACTERISTICS
The phenomena that limit the severity of engine
conditions to which a fuel can be subjected are knock
and preignition. Knock, or detonation, is defined as a
combustion phenomenon that results in an abnormal
and uncontrollable rate of pressure rise near the end of
combustion, which takes place with sticient rapidity
to set up waves within the gas that travel at velocities
equal to or greater than that of sound in the gaseous
medium. Preignition is defined as ignition of the charge
by some source other than the ignition spark and prior
to the ignition spark,
-.
KNOCK““
Knock in spark-ignition engines, according to tha
most generally accepted concept, is the rwdt of the
almost simultaneous burning of the end gases in the
combustion chamber. This burning is of sufficient
rapidity to cause a sudden increase in the pressure in
part of the combustion chamber. The pressure increase
takes place at a rate more rapid than the rate at which
the pressure is transmitted through the gas. There-
fore a system of pressure waves is set up within the
ohamber. These gas vibrations strike the combuetion-
chmnber wail and induce vibrations in the engine
structure, which give rise to the metallio knock.
More recent data obtained at this laboratory (refer-
ence 3) have Ied to the concision that knock may not
necesmily be the auto-ignition of the end gas, because
knock has been observed after the combustion front
has apparently traversed the end gas. Regardlws of
the nature of knock, the effect m the pressures within
the cylinder is the same—a sudden increase in the local
pressures, and, with heavy knock, a sudden increase
also in the mean pressure throughout the chamber.
Knock,” if sufficiently severe, is accompanied by an
eventual loss in power, possible preignition, and, if con-
tinued, results in overheating of the engine and conse-
quent engine failure.
PREIGNITION
Preignition is generally surface ignition at some hot
spot in the combustion chamber. The effect of pre-
ignition is the same as that obtained by advancing the
spark timing, that is, combustion starte too early in the
cycIe. As a result, there is loss.of power and omrheat-
ing of the engine (unless the spark has been retarded to
a value less than that for optimum power). The early
start of combustion may also be accompanied by knock
although this is not necessarily the case. Some fuels,
such as benzene, are prone to preignite although in the
pure state they do not knock, The combustion started
by preignition is not essentially different from that
started by the eleotric spark at the spark plug. The
difficulties caused by preignition result from a lack of
control of the time at which ignition starts.
In the present report, most of the data discussed
relate to knock and not to preignition. The analysis of
the method of estimating maximum permissible engine
performance will be based on knocking fuek and not on =
preigni@g fuels.
ENGINEFACTORSINVOLVED
fio.ck and preignition are phenomena of combustion;
they must therefore be controlled by the physical state
of the gases within the combustion chamber as weII as
by the chemical composition of the gases. The con(li-
.
wi@n the combustion chamber are:
Chemical composition of the fueL
F’iwI-air ratio.
Exhaust-gas dilution.
Humidity.
CIompreasion ratio.
Inlet-air temperature.
T.iilet-air pressure or density.
Wall temperature of combustion chamber and
t~ons that control th~ state and the ~om~ositio~ of tl~e
gase9
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
m
(9)
(h)
cylinder.
(i) Spark advance.
@ Engine speed.
(k) E@ne dmensiona.
(1) Combustion-chamber form.
All these factors affect, either directly or indirectly,
the chemical and the physical properties of the gases
within the combustion chamber at the time knock
or preignition takes place. In the determination of
kocking or preiggiting characteristics of fuels, the rc-
[ationship that is to be derived is the effect of the
chemic.rd composition of the fuel or the effectmf different
fuels on the vahe of the other 11 factors that result in
knock or preignition.
TEMPEFtATUREDENSITYRELATIONSHIP
It seems reasonable to assume that the temperature
md the density of the combustion gas just prior to
knock are the physical properties of the combustion
~as which determine whether or not the fuel knocks.
[f the assumption is accepted that the two physical
properties controlling knock are the gas temperature
md the gas density, it can be said that, for each gas
ieneity, there is a corresponding gas tempertiture at
which kpock will occur. It follows that, if this con-
mtion is true, the knocking characteristics of a fuel in
my engine can be determined horn the relationship
]etween the gas temperature rind density which results
n knock. A second and equally important conkmtion
hat must- necessarily follow is the impossibility of
~dequatdy expressing the knockhg characteristics of a
‘uel by determining one and only one combination of
~mperature and density at which knock occurs.
Since preignition is generally the result of a hot spot
n the combustion chamber, it is reasonabk tu assume
;hat the secondary ignition characteristics of fuel can
Jest be obtained by determining the relationship bo-
meen the hot-apo t temperature and the temperature
md the density of the combustion gases which result in
MS secondary ignition. It is probable that the tom-
?erature of the hot spot in this case is moro important
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than the temperature of the gases. But, again, the
fuels must not be evaluated at any one set of engine
conditions but over a sufficient variety of engine con-
ditions to permit a temperature-density relationship for
preignition to be determined.
Determination of temperature-density relationship,—
The immediate cause of knock is the gas density and
temperature in the knocking region of the combustion
chamber the instant before knock occurs. If the
expIosion pressure just previous to knock can be
measured, the temperature-density relationship can be
obtained from a method similar to that presented by
Serruys in reference 2. Inasmuch as the knock appar-
ently occurs in the last pmt of the charge to burn
(whether it is previous to or after the propagation of
the normal flame through this region does not affect
the analysis), the temperature and the density of this
gas can be used as the criterion for determining the
conditions that cause knock. This portion of the
charge is compressed by the previously burning mix-
ture as well as by the piston during the compression
stroke. The actual value of these ratios need not be
known to estimate the temperature and the density,
provided that the peak combustion pressure preceding
knock is known.
From the conventiomd thermod~amic equations, the
density of this end gas previous to its combustion, as the
intensity of the knock approaches zero, can be ex-
pressed as:
(1)
and the temperature in the knocking zone as:
Pa ~1
()
T8=TI ~ (2)
in which ~ is the gas dene.ity in the knocking zone im-
mediatdy preceding knock.
PI, the inlet-air pressure.
Tl, the inlet-air temperature.
Pa, the pressure immediately preceding knock.
y, the adiabatic coefficient.
Ta, the temperature in the knocking zone im-
mediately preceding knock.
K, a constant.
It will be noticed that these expressions are the smne as
those given in reference 2 except that the density is used
in pIace of the pressure.
In accordance with expressions (1) and (2), tests can
be run with an engine at combinations of compression
ratio, spark advance, inlet-air temperature, and irdet-
ti pressure that cause knock. From these results,
equations (1) and (2) can be evaluated and a curve con-
structed from the r&dting data. The equations
invoIve neither the compression ratio of the engine nor
the spark advance.
In general, it is not easy to make an accurate measure-
ment of the peak pressures in an engine; therefore, the
problem of correlating the eilects of the different engine
variabIes will be shnpIMed if some other temperature
and density in the cycle can be. used. When the other
factors are maintained constant, for optimum spark
adw-mce, the gas temperature and density in the
knocking zone can be expressed in terms of the inlet-
air pressure, the inlet-air temperature, and the com-
pression ratio in the following manner: Equation (1)
can be expressed as
“=?(MY
If Pa is the compression pressure, Tz the absolute
compression temperature, and Ts’ the mean absoIute
temperature throughout the combustion chamber im-
mediately preceding knock, the density ~ can be
expressed by:
K“=%:)(:)
But
T,’= T2+;=TJ?’-’+;
and
in which H is the heat content per pound of mixture;
cc, the specfic heat of the mixture at constant volume;
and R, the compression rntio of the engine. Therefore
(la)
In expression (la), RPJT1 represents the density
of the gases at top center, and the expression
(1 +H/c,TIR@)* represents the further compression
of the gases in the end zone during the combustion
period. By a similar analogy, it can be shown that
(24
In expression (2a), TIRY-* represents the compression
temperature, and the expression (1 +H/c,TlR7-1)$
represents the temperature increase in the end gas
caused by the compression in this zone during the
combustion.
In the e-raIurition of expressions (la) and (2a), c, is
estimated to be 0.25 B. t. u. per pound per ‘F., 7 to be
1.29, and H to be 1,160 B. t. u. per pound of mixture.
TABLE I
ES’ITMATED TEMPER.4TURES OF END GAS Tt FOB VARIOUS C03f.
PRESSION RATIOS AND INLET-AIR TEMPERATURES
I Inlet-ah temperature (“ F.)
k ““
Com-
Qrl?&y lm 1s0 m 240 , ..-
... . ~..
!l”Sr F.)
: M% ?E IILemL u7@3 1,ml?sm 1,720 1,810 1,Uloi$ 1,700 L;w 1,ss0 1,G70
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The values ~f T8 for a seriee of compression ratios and
irdet-air temperatures are given in table 1. The table
shows that, whereas an increase in compression ratio of
from 6 to 8 increases the end-gas temperature 100°
F., an increase in inlet temperate of from 120° 1?. to
to 240° F. at the lower rntio increases the end-gas
temperature 240° F. It can be concluded that, if
temperature alone is considered, an increase in com-
pression ratk in the normal operating range sho@d not
have any great effect on the fuel requirements of the
engine. Any effect of increasing the compression ratio
must therefore lie mainly in the increase of the gna
density at top center.
In the determination of the knocking characteristics
of fuels in an engine, it @l be necessnry to determine
the temperaturedensit y relationship for knocking com-
bustion over a sticient range of engine conditions to
establish a definite curve. If. the assumption is made
for the moment that this curve (over the operating
range) is a straight line, the resql~ for two fuels of
different chemical properties may appear M sho~ in
figure 1. In thk case, fuel A is superior to fuel B at low
gas temperatures but fuel B is the better at high tem-
peratures; fuel A is more susceptible to tanperature
variations than fuel B.
Fue/ A-”-
1~
Esr%mofedend-gas fempermlre,Ta
FIGUEE 1.
The foregoing relationship can be established by
keeping the compression ratio constant and varying the
inlet-air temperature and pressuxe; by keeping the inlet-
air pressure. constant and varying the compression ratio
and the inlet-air temperature; or, as will later be ehow%
by varying the engine-cooIant or the ja,cket tempera-
ture instead of the ah temperature.
Experimental check of temperature-density rela-
tionshipt-Recent tests completed by the N. A. C. A.
{reference 1) show the maximum permissible inlet-n.ir
pressure without knock for a series of compression ratios
and inlet-air temperatures, using fuels made by blend-
ing commercial iso-cctane (2, 2, 4—trimethylpentane)
with a reference fuel of low knock rating. The commer-
al ire-octane was SimiIar to the C, F. R. S-1 reference
!el and the fuel with low knock rating was similar to
~e C. F. R. N1-1 reference fuel. The blends tested
misted of 85, 90, 95, and 100 percent of the iso-octane
Iel and me so designated. In addition, the iso-octune
as tested with 1.0 ml per gnllon of tetraethyl Iead.
TABLE II
V?ECT OF INLET-AIR TEMPERATURE ON MAX.lMUM PllRMIS-
U’BLE I’KLET-AIR PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT COMPRESSION
3ATIOS
lghreqsced, 2,Et0r. p. m.; coolcnttemperature,W F.; fueldr rdlo, 0081; flnt-disk
mrnbnsttonchamber]
Kii6ek
AUdfble..-
Do.—
Do.-.
m“—.
Do:...
Inlet-eir
I?uel tenllera.
P F$
M percmt Iso-oetene. lm
leo
X0
240
m
90percentho-octan~ la
%1
240
2s0
95percentIso-octmre. Ml
i%
240
224
Iso.02tcoe-------- 120
lm
m
2-1o
m
Iso.octnne+ 1.0ml ml
tetraethyl lead.
i%
240
Audible..
D9-.
CompressIonrat[o
0.60 7.26 8.00 &76
frdet4r presium (in. Re she.)
32.5
326
w. .5
32.5
.. ..—
M o
36.0
32.6
32.6
.320
87.6
87.6
36.0
326
30.0
40.0
k:
36.0
x%o
(
{1
1
1
-.—- -------- ......
---- -. ...... .-----
--.— .... ---- -----
----- ........ ......
,....-. ..----- ......
326 . ..--..
326 .. . ..-.
--. — . . . ..-
------ ........
36.0
35.0 _?.:.
32.5 . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . ..-
,.. ..-. . . . . . .
37.6 32.b
326 3Z6
32.6 30.0
326 . . . ..-.
20.0 . . . . . . .
1~~1 37.6 32 K1 m o 8261 3261 30.0 ..!’?!’
Improved coolhrgIn center of cylhrder mad
85percentIwxtane
IsOoL?tnne.. . . . -----
Ml
160
m
240
m
m
z
240
2s0
Inc[pfent... ..--.do —---------- m
100
mo
240
2s0
DIS___ Ieo-octane+ 1.0 ml
tetreethyl lead. ;%
m
240
2s0
+. t I
.--.--
....-
.—..
... ..
......
......
......
.....-
......
.. ...
20.0
30.0
..... .
......
------
34.4 20.6 -. .-— -----
U. I . ..-— .--- —- .. . . .
321 -------- ----—- ------
29.9 ------- . ..--.. ------
.29.7 .-.–.- . ..-— -----
40.7 36.8 34,2 31.4
41.6 36.6 32.4 . .. . . .
30.a 33.2 20.4 . . . . . .
3f310 30.0 . . . ..— . . . . . .
33.0 -------- ------ ------
37.6 20.2
36.i’ w n.9 ..?.!
36.e 29.4 . . . . . . . . ..-.
3&7 -..-—. .. . . . .
24.2 .-?.!.. ----— ------
------ 48..5 fi : 41.8
,----- 4s.2 41.2
,----- 46.2 39.3 33.1
. . . . . . 42.9 347 32.6
. . . . . . 40.6 327 m. 8
Maxb.num inlet-ah pressureIImfted by prelgrdtfor.ror afterlgn[t!-on.
Tables 11, III, and IIF show a summary of the results
‘esented in reference 1 and of rwd.s subsequently ob-
ined with the teat engine. The test engine was opcr-
ed at 2,500 and 2,200 r. p.m. and was cooled with ethyl-
Leglycol maintained at a temperature of 250° F. The
@g .@nensions are 5 by 5!4 inches. One fla~isk
ld one pent-roof combustion chnmber were tested.
he p~ton used with the pent-roof chamber had
cessmcut in the top to prevent its contacting the valves
t the high compression ratios, In the first .wries of
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TABLE III
EFFECT OF LWLET-AIR TEMPERATURE ON MAXIMUM PERMIS-
SIBLE INLET-AIR PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT COMPRESSION
RATIOS
Engine speed, 2#M r. p. m.; mrdant temmrature,Mo”F< fnehfr retfo for beat
pnweG knock, lndpien~ pent-roof combustion chambeq fuel, h-octane]
II Compressionretio I
I I InIet-elrpressureOn. Hg abrrlute) I
I I I I I
TABLE IV
EFFECT OF INLET-AIR TEMPERATURE ON M~U-M PERMIS-
SIBLE INLET-AIR PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT COMPRESSION
RAlxos
[Engine 9w3d, 3JWIr. P. m.; cdarrt temperature W Fxfuekirretla, 0.07&knock.
fnalplenti pent-rmf combustionchamber]
kCompressionret[o~lt-Fuel ti- 6.fJl 7.25 &@lw-PW) Inlet-ah-pressura@.Hg absolute)
&5peroent t90-octane_-
90percent fseOctane_.
95 percmt Wane.-..
Im-Oetane... ..-.__-
Iso.octane-f-l.Oml te4-
raethyl lead______
120
170
210
250
m
210
%
33.7 m. 2 -------
320 ..--.— -----
81.1 -------- -------
30.i’ -------- -------
30.a -------- -------
8L 6
:; 31.I
32(6 .-?.:.
u. 5 -------
--—-..
------.
-------
--..---
.—.—-
27.9 .342
37.8 g;
80.4
36.6 Zi 2
32.2 2Q8
2&8 %7
%; 37.7 3L I
41.2 27.1 24,8
29.8 34 ‘a 22.9
27.4 33.7 al. 6
ml 49.6 443
47.0 4117
!!: 44.s 29.1
32.2
SLO
3L I
-. . ..-.
—-----
teats with the &kl.iak chamber and the leaded fuel,
preignition or afterignition was observed at the two
lower compression ratios. Afterignit.ion consisted of
firing after the ignition switch had been turned off.
These data are not listed because in these tests the
limit imposed by knock was deei.red. Improved cooling
to the center of the cylinder head removed the hot spot
that caused this secondary ignition, and the second set
of data so indicated was recorded. It w-W be noticed
that, for the 85- and 100-percent iso-octane, there was
no appreciable change in the masimum permissible
inIet-air pressure -when the cooling of the cylinder head
was improved, This fact wiU later be discussed in more
detail.
In figure 2 is pIotted the maximum permissible density
factor as a function of the estimated end-gas temperature
obtained by substituting in equations (la) and (lb) data
from table II for the iso-octane and the isoactane pIus
1.0 ml of tetraethyl lead with the improved cooling.
The important fact ta be noted from the curves is that,
although the data for eaoh fuel were obtained for a
variety of compression ratios, inlet-air pres.sur~) and
inlet-air temperatures, the data for each fuel can be ex-
pressed as a single curve and from this curve various
combinations of the three aforementioned variables can
be chosen which wilI represent the maximum conditions
at which the engine can be operated without knock.
3.2
coppression
2.8 rofio
+ 6.50
x 7.25
-o 8.00
q 8.75
2.4 I\ O(so -ocr’one+/.OmIfeiroefhylleo~
x <) )’ inclpienfknock
,
20
% 0 q
Kp~ > \D
x
L6 \ A
0
x q
3
0
I-2
x Y.. \
+
, <
q
:
Lso-ocfone, oudibfe.&ock
+
%!
.8
\ l
.4
L5m 4600 ~700 4800 4900
i’&T. obsolufe
FIOGEEZ–Efleot nf estfmated temperature Ta of end SSSon maximum permfasible
density factor. Ffat-dkk combustion clrambev engtne speed, 2603 r. p. m.:
bnprow.d ooolfng lo cylinder hee~ fuehfr ratfo, OJM1.
The problem of determining g the knocking character-
istics of the fuel within the engine is simplified if recorded
teat temperatures and preasur~ can be used in place of
the estimated wduee ahownin figure 2. For the range of
values ahovzn in table II, the value of (I +ZY/C,T@Y-l)$
at an inlet-air temperature of 120° F. varied from a
value of 3.82 at a compression ratio of 6.5 to a value of
3.62 at a compression ratio of 8.75. Consequently, it is
reasonable to assume that, for any given inlet-air
temperature, the demity factor can be expressed by
RPJTI. The value of the expression in the parenthwa
raised to (-y-l )/-y shows even less variation, the range
being from 1.48 to 1.39 for aLI the vahwa listed in
table II. For practical purposes, the expression in the
parentheses can be eliminated from equations (la) and
(2a). The density factor is then expressed by RPJT,
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and the temperature factor by TlR7-i. As a further
simplhication, Rrl will also be eliminated. The
deletion of this factor from the temperature expression
is justified, not from an analysis of the equation, but
from the experimental results as shown in &ure 3. In
this figure the inlet-air temperature is plotted against
the maximum permissible density factor, RPJT1, for
the conditions shown in figure 2 together with some
check runs. The. results show that the data can be
expressed~in this manner by a straight line for each fuel,
Similar curves for all the fuekdisted in table II are shown
in~figure 4.
.8
compre5sion
.7 POfio
+ 630
X 7.25
0 8.00
q 8.75
.6 d \
~o AO -ocfme +/. OmZ teime+hylko~
,’ izipknf knock
)
.5 x
no
>
P, ~ ~<
~~
xx
+ 0~ x
.4 K D>+
‘x, w.
+ 0
x
.3 N
IsO-& one, oudiblek;ock‘“-:\
.2
3
./
/20 /60 20C- “. 240 2B0 320-
Inlef-oIktempertmtre,“F.
FIGUEE3.—Effect of inlet-au temwrature on maxbmmr permlmible density faelor.
Flat-dfek combustion obambrr; w@J W@ WQ r. P. m.; fmpmved molti fn
C811t81of oylinder he@ fued-afrratio, (MU.
The improved cooling of the flabdisk cylinder head
increased the maximum permissible density factor for
the fuel that showed preignition or afterignition but not
for the other fuels. This fact indicates that fuels sub-.
ject to this secondary ignition beca~e of a hot spot
in the combustion chamber cart be used at more severe
engine conditions if this hot spot is removed, whereas
fuels that knock without first preigniting or afterignit-
ing are not necessarily improved. A still more impor-
tant conclusion is that preignition and afterignition are
separate phenomena from knock and must be treated
as such. It is quite probable that the hot spot ti &
case appeared only after the heat flow through the
ylinder wall had exceeded a certain value and con-
sequently was not present with the fuels of lower knock
sting.
The data from table IV for the pent-roof combustion
hamber are plotted in figure 5. The deviation of tlm
xperinmntal data from the cm-w in figure 5 is much
es than thatin iigure 3. Extreme care was taken to
[e.creiiie the cyclic variation of the spark timing in
btaining the data presentd in figure 5. This varia-
ion was decreased to +3/4 crankshaft degree by mount-
ng the breaker on an extension to the crankshttft.
Plotting the values of RP1/T,against inlekair Wnper-
,tu.m instead of compression temperature and using a
ingle curve to represent all compression ratios assumes
hat, for n given inlet-air temperature, tho valu43 of the
actor RPJT1 is a constant regardless of compression
atio. The data in figures 3 and 5 indicate that this
actor is approximately constant for the engine tested
wer: a range of compression ratios from 6.50 to 8.75,
lata—obtained by llucldow (reference 4) on two
ngiq~ and by Tnylor (reference 6) on one engine
table V) over a sindar range of compression ratios and
or engines of a similar size also show this factor to I.M
~pproximatdy constant for a constant inlet-air tempera-
ture. Thase data also indicate that the approximation
s justified.
TABLEV
:FFECTOF COMPRESS1OXRATIOONALLOWABLEBOOSTPRJIS-
SURE. lNLET-AIRTEMPERATURECONSTANTFORllACll81?RIES
OFTESTS
M ‘“e’
siifi:’l~$r h-apfer Petrol . . . . . . . . . . .._.
S1ngIe-esllmler Rolls- Benr.de... ..__-.. -
Eqiee (refwenee 4).
N. A.” C. A. uniwrd D;rIw~I$e arfation
t#:figlne (mfezeme 5,
. .
Cora:p.
ratio
Lb
:;”
4.0
6.0
6.6
to
0.5
7.0
8.6
Lo
;:
~d:~ky
lrfg?%
42.8
64.9
ma
66.4
66.8
bL 4
w. 9
4h3
41.1
44.0
a?,5
3%6
30.0
RFI
-16-
19.0
21,7
2L 8
%1
=4
X8
30.6
29.4
28.8
18.4
lh 8
I&a
16.6
Baiirlage (reference 6) has reported a series of tests
n a Cl. F. R. engine in which th~ compression ratio and
oost pressure were varied to determine the maximum
ermiseible values for a seriee of fuels from 50 to 100
ctane number. The inlet-air temperature was main-
~ined constant at 68° F. Table VI lists W products
f the compression ratio by the maximum permissible
det-air pressure for two of the fuels reported.
For the C. F. R. engine, t-here is a definite decreaso
n the ma-ximum permissible density fuctor for an
lcreasing compression ratio. It seems thrtt,, with tho
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TABLE VI
EFFECT OF COMPRESS1ON RATIO ON ALLOWABLE BOOST PRES-
SURE ON C. F. R. ENGINE (REFEREh’CE 6)
Fuel C!omprwwon ratfo
100octme number fuel------ 6.6
7.0
7.6
ao
W octane number fuel------- 6.0
6.5
::
Pressore RPI
P1abjHg ~
.L
— .
45.7 g;
41.0
s?.7 %4
646 2i. 7
4L8 2i. I
67.0 24.I
823 ZzQ
a. 9 ‘LZ5
emzines of hmzer bore, the data for w~ch are given ~
tables 11 to l; the effect of the increased temperature
caused by increasing the compression ratio is small or is
offset by some other factor; whereas, in the smaller
engine, the effect of the increased temperature caused
by increasing the compression ratio is appreciable.
Since the present report is limited to cylinder sizes
,8
t-t ??’%+=F%++??W
ISO -ociane + LOml of
.7~u 5 fefruefhvllead
-H-l
6 ko-ochm~ +/.Om[of
FefruefhylIegd wifh
improvea’coofm {hcen- I
,6 f?ter of cylinder eud
.6 ~lnct>knf% 1 1 1 1 1
! .
.2
.! /20 MO zoo .340 280
Inlef-airfemperahre,“F.
FIGCEB4.-Etfect of Met-ah temperature on masfmum permissible densftg faator
~ for a Ass of fuel bknds. Fiat-dfsk corcbnstfon cbam% en?,fne-speed,W
r. p. m.; lleldfr ratto, O-WI.
suitable for aircraft engines of high power output, the
assumption will be made that the maximum permissible
vnlue of RPJT1 is a constant r~mardlew of compression
ratio. It is emphasized, however, that more experi-
ment al data are necessary ffly to justify this assump-
tion. In either case, the principles upon which the
untdysis is bnsed nre equally applicable, the point at
ssue being whether the inlet-air temperature can be
,aken as the abscissa of the rating curve or whether
iome other temperature in the cycle, such as the esti-
nateci end-gas temperature, must be used.
As is to be espected, the curves in figures 3 and 5 are
imilar on account of the similarity of the fuels. The
mrves bring out clenr~y the limits at which each fuel
:an be operated and the temperature susceptibility of
he fuels. The curves present the knocking character- -.
stks of the fuels in a more satisfactory manner than
:ould be done by any single value. For instance, the
iata indicate that the leaded fuel should be capable of
)peration at n compression ratio of about 12, provided
:.hat the inlet-air temperature does not exceed 120° l?.
md the inlet-air pressure does not a~ceed 30 inches of
nercury absolute.
.8 — - Curve Fuef
I 85 percenf is.-ocfm e
2 90
3 95—:
+1
:1
4 /so-octane
.7 5 lso-oc+me+ LOm Zfefraefhylfeed
1
,L 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I I I 1
., /20 160 200 240 280 320
lnlef-airfemperafure,“F.
Fmmm 6.-EfTect of hdet-air temperature on roaxirorunpermk#fble denefty factor
for a serhs of fuel blends. Pent-roof omnbustfon chamber; engha speed, 2,W0
r. IS.m.; fuel~k ratfo, 0.67%fnclpfent knock.
As has been previously stated, the rating curve could
have been obtained from the peak combustion pressures
rather than the compression ratio. In tabIe WI the
values for the 95 percent iso-octane used under the
conditions listed in table ITT are given. From these
data, the values of K’Pa and Ta am computed from
equations (1) and (2). The value of Y is estimated
to be 1.29 for the compression of the unburned mis-
ture. This value is based on e.sperimental investiga-
.
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tions of cycle efikiencies. The reeult.e are shown in
figure 6, Becatie” of the difficulty of accurately
measuring the peak pressures, it is not to be expected
that the rewdts will show the same. uniformity as is
the case with the data. in figura .5. The data, neverthe-
less, show a. definite relation between-the estimated
peak temperature and the estimated peak density for
the condition of incipient knock regardless of the
engine conditions used to obtain the knock.
The values in the last column of table VII are the
values of peak pressures estimated from the curve in
figure 6; that is, they are the peak pressures that give
vaIues of w and Tswhich will lie on the curve of figure 6.
1.6
compressiw
/.4 rcr+io
+ 6.50
X 7.25
0 8.00
/.2
Kp8
/.0 A +
o
.8
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izoo /j300 /.400 /sa” &600 t 700
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FICNIEE6.—Rating crme detelmlned from peakpr=m% fnlet-rmprwure, andfnlet-
air tempanture. lWl, 95Mrwnt fw-getarw T, 1.2% (See table VII.)
T-4BLE WI
EFFECT OF INLET-AIE TEMPERATURE AND INLET-AIR PRES
SURE ON M.UIIMUM PERMISSIBLE PEAK PRESSURE
[Engfne speed, 2JKI0r. p. m.; fuel, 95Pereent fe.o-oetaw knock, IncifrtentiIrent-rwf
eombusthn eharnber]
C’on_pres-
BiOU If!t[(l
ab2
7.25
a.oo
~:p
au
622
%
7b7
684
6M
871
714
761
Jw3
624
676
FIa i: ~Hg
L.
37.9
87.8
36.4
36.6
83.2
w 2
86.8
3a.1
w.2
20.8
a2.2
3L0
3L 1
P* (h px sq. In.)
Worded
720
720
650
6WJ
533
700
ao
w
tw
W6
675
.5m
m
Estfmated
from fig. 6
710
mo
040
690
520.
700
6m
.“%%
610
700
660
6]0
.
ZFFECT OF JACKET OR COOLANT TEMPEItATURE
Tests of fuels in which the coolant temperature
(TJ is varied should be capable of similar mmlysis
provided that t~e coolant temperature is used in pluce
Df the inlet.=air temperature. It is probablo that
cyhnder-wall temperature is of more significance t.hwn
Coolarit temperature. Figure 7 shows results com-
puted from data obtained by Edgar with different
benzene blends (reference 7), using the coolant tcm-
perat~e. In these tests, the inIet-air temperature and
pressure were maintained conshmt, and the coolant
temperature and the compression ratio were vmicd.
The data indicate that the effect on the mt-tximum
permissible density factor of the coolant tmnperature
is of_ the same order of magnitude as the effect of
inlet-air temperature.
----
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FIGURE7.—Efleet of eootit temperature on nrrdmrrm p?rmhstblc dene.ftyfnetor
(data from reference7). O. F. R. engtneat @31r. P. m.; frdct-dr PressurNatmos-
phere; 36inobw EU armmed. fnlet-alr tempemmm verfed from 6S0to 78° F.” ~
VARiATION OF KNOCKING CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFEftEfiT
FUEIS
Kurtz (reference 8) has presented datu on the maxi-
mum permissible inlet pressure as a function of chmgc
temperature on a singl&cyIinder test engine at a com-
pression ratio of 6. His results for three fuels have
been replotted in figure 8. The data can be satisfac-
torily represented by straight lines. The curves show
that, at a temperature of 100° F., XY101and the blended
fuel hive the same rating; whereas, at 300° F., the
blended fuel and %o-octane 95” have the sa-mo mting.
The curves illustrate the different slopes thtit may
occur. ivith different fuels, as suggested in figure 1.
A .iather extensive series of tests has recently been “”
completed by IIeron and Gillig (reference 9) in whi;h
the rmmim.um permissible inlet-air pressura was deter-
mined. for different fuel blends and chemical com-
pounds at two engine coolant temperatures and two
engine speeds, These data -are made particularly sig-
nificant by the fact that Heron and Gillig carefully dis-
ting@ah between knock and preignition or af tsrignition.
Fiire 9 shows. their resulte for mixtures of C, F. 1{,
S-1 reference fuel and C. F. R. hf-1 reference fuel.
The octane numbers of these blends (C. l?, Il. method)
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are within one octane number of the corresponding
b~ends presented in tabks II to IV. Because only two
points are given, the curves are drawn as straight Iines.
In each case the ma.xirmun permissible inlet-air pressure
was limited by knock.
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Fmr.mzs8.—lMect oftemperatureof ctmrgeon mnxbmmn_ble densftg factor
for three dfl?erentfuels (data from reference8).
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Figure 10 shows the wide divergence that may be
expected for performance of difterent fuels under a
variety of engine conditions. The factor that. was the
cause of limiting the maximum permissible inlet-air
pressure is indicated for each fuel Toluene and ben-
zene have curves that are somewhat sindar, as might be
expected. Iso-octane and di-isopropyl ether have
curves which are even more similar but which bear no
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FIGCI?E10.—Effect of ooolrmt temperature on rnarfmum permissible densfty factor
forvsriouschemfmlcompounds(dstafromreferenm9).C.F.R.engfne;comprsa-
9innrntfo, 6.R lnfet-e.frtsmperaturerKrW5° 1?. .3
relation to those for benzene and toluene, benzene and
tiluene showing a much greater degree of temperature
variation. At 1,800 r. p. m. and at the lower coolant
temperature, benzene and toluene are superior to any
of the others listed, but they are inferior to either iso-
octane or di-isopropyl ether at the higher temperature.
The fuels that were subject to preignition or afterigni-
tion showed much more dependency on the coolant
temperature than did those that knocked. This fact
is in agreement with the amdysis presented in the first
part of this discussion. The differences between the
curves for the two speeds wiIl be discussed later.
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EFFECT OF FUEL-AIR RATIO
The effect of fuel-air ratio on the knocking charac-
teristics of a fuel depends both on the changa in the
chemical mixture and the changes in the temperature
of the charge just before knock or secondary ignition.
Boerlage (reference 6) has shQwn the maximum per-
missible inlehair pressure as a function of fuel-air ratio
(fig, 11). In thesa tests, the maximum permissible
inlet-air pressure was a minirmgn at the. mixture. ratio
corresponding to the maximum cylinder temperature
and exhaust-gas temperature. These maximum. tem-
peratures occurred rat a mixture ratio near the. chem-
ically correct value.
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MacC1ain and Buck (reference 10) have shown that,
for constant power, the cylinder temperatures reach a
mmimum and then deorease as the mixture is leaned
and the manifold pressure is increased to maintain the
specified power. This fact, in conjunction with Boer-
lage’s data (fig. 11), which show that for a constant
degree of knock the increase in maximum permissible
inlet-air prsssure permits an appreciable increase in
power with the lean mixtures, indicates that an increas-
ing amount of interest should be shown in the operation
of aircraft engines at mhtures leaner than the chem-
ically correct mixture.
Figure 12 shows the effect of fuel-air ratio on the
maximum permissible density factor and on the specillc
fuel consumption for the pent-roof combustion cham-
ber, for which other data have already been given in
table IX. The fuel-air ratio for the data in tublo IV
(0.078) was the ratio giving maximum knock. The
curves in figure 12 show that this ratio has the lowest
permissible maximum density factor. When the curves
are cross-plottedj as in figure 13, it is seen that; from a
fuel-~ ratio of 0.080 to on6”of 0.140, each increase of
0.02 in. the ratio permits the same increase in the
density factor as a decrease of 40° l?. in the irdet-air
$
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Fmum U—Effect of fwhlr retto on marinurm perrntdble dons[ty factor and
speeMo fuel ooneumptton. Pent-rwf oombustton oherober; engtne wed, 2,6M
r. p. m.; 8Spermnt feo~t~ comprwkm ratfo, 6.6;fncf~fontknock.
%rnperature. Tests of additional fuels aro necessary
;Oobtain a general conclusion relative to the numerical
fleck of fuel-air ratio. Within the range of fuels used
n aircraft, this effect may be independent of the fuel.
In figure 11 it is shown that, even though tho nlasi-
num permissible power increases at fuel-air ratios
icher or leaner than the correct, the measured engine
temperatures decreased. This fact indicates th~t the
:ooling effects of the excess fueI or the excess air more
,han compensated for the increased rata of heat trnns-
kr re:~ting from the increased density of charge ac-
mmpanying the higher inlet-air pressures. Further
nformat.ion on the actutd end-gws temperatures nnd
iensities for the condition of incipient knock is given
n figure 14, in whioh values of Kpa and of TS obtained
kom figure 12 and equationa (1a) and (2a) are given.
?igure 14 shows that the maximum permisdb]o end-
~as density at any given end-gns temperature decreases
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as the fuel-air ratio is increased. This effect is to be
expected from researches on combustion. PeIet.ier, for
example, has shown in reference 11 that the highest
permissible compression ratio without auto-ignition
decreased from 9 at a fuel-air ratio of about 0.020 to a
.6-
1 I
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FIGUREIll.-Effect of frdet-atr tempershxrcon nre.xfmmnpermfsfble fnfet densftp
factor at a serfesof fnel-eir I’Etfoe. Pent-roof oombustfoncbmrrbe~engine speed,
2JCCr. p. m.; 85~rcent iso-octw. compressionratio,&& fncIpient knock.
minimum of 6 at a fuel-air ratio of about 0.11. The
data in flgur= 13 and 14 show that, for equtd end-gas
temperatures and densities, knock increasw as the
mixture becomes richer but that, in the engine, the
cooling effects of excass air or of excess fuel are sti-
ciently great so that higher inlet-air densities can be
used as the mixture ratio is either increased or decreased
from the approximately chemically correct mixture.
In the determina tion of the curves in figure 14, it was
necessary to express the variation of -H as a function
of fuel-air ratio since H appea~ both b equation (la)
and in equation (2a). It was assumed that the value
of H was expressed by
~=E.OmX 18000 Xmass of fuel
mass of fuel+mass of air
=E.0.X18000XF
I +F (3)
in which F is the fuel-air ratio. Values of Ecom,the
combustion efficiency, vvere obtairied from the test
data given by Gerrish and Voss in reference I.Z.
EFFECT OF HUMfDITY
Humidity of the inlet air has two effects on the com-
bustion: It changes the chemical constituents of the
mixture, and it introduces a heat absorbent in the form
of water vapor. In the N. A. C. A. tests already
presented, although no attempt was made to keep the
humidity constant, the indications are that the effect
of humidity is small There is a great deal of data
available on the effect of humidity on knock rating of
2091--19
fuels by octane number, but most of these data are
diflicdt to place on an absolute basis such as described
in this report.
Stansdield and Thole (reference 13) have presented
the results of tests in which they determined the effect
of humidity on the highest uaefil compression ratio for
a series of fuels. They state that. the effect of humidity
up to saturation at 65° F. is unimportant and that, if
the proportion of water vapor is greater, a correction is
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YIWBE 14.-Eftect of cnd-gsstemperatureon mastmrmrpemkafble end-gasdensky
for fncfpfent knock for a serleeof fnel-sfr rstirs. Pent-roof cnmbnstfon chernbe~
e@ne epe@ 2330r. p. m.; S5percent f90-oct=w Comption ratto, 8.6.
necessary for certain fuels when results of a high order
of accuracy are required. They also found that water
vapor up to 50 percent of the fuel weight raised the
highest useful compression ratio by 0.55. Computa-
tion indicate that this quantity of watar ~apor ile-
creases the compression temperature 400 F. This
decrease in compression temperature corresponds to a
decrease of about 15° F. in the temperature at the start
of compression. At 100” F. and 29.92 inches of mer-
cury absolute pressure, the water-air ratio for satura-
tion is 0.048. Since water vapor absorbs heat, it is to
be expected that tie knocking fuels which show the
greate9t temperature variation -will show the greatest
increase in maximum permissible density factor for a
given amount of water vapor or for a given amount of
water introduced into the fuel-air mixture. If the
prwmce of the water vapor has any chemical effect
on the combustion, it must be determined by test.
There are at present, however, no indications that such
chemical effects exist within the range of fuels or engine
conditions used in operation.
—
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~FECT OF E?WAUST.GAS DILUTION
Efiaust-gas dilution gew%lly increases the tempera-
ture of the mixture to a degree depending on the per-
centage of exhaust gases remaining in the cylinder
following the scavenging stroke. Computations indicate
that doubling the percentage of exhaust gas remaining
in the cylinder over that normally experi~ced at full
throttle increases the temperature at the be~”ing of
compression 60° F. and at the end of comprewion 100°
F. In a throttled engine, the exhaust-gas dilution may
be increassd to a sufhcient amount to tiect also the
maximum permisaible density factor on tho basis of
decreasing the fuel-gas ratio.
Some interesting data on the effeot of exhau&g~
dilution are presented by Tizard in reference 14. These
data show that, when a t~t engine was throttled, the
maximum permissible density factor based on the fresh
charge inducted was decrease& from 0.49 to 0.26 for a
decrease in initial charge from 1.00 to 0.54, Introducing
the exhaust gas with the incoming air and at the same
temperature as the air pam@ted the maximum per-
missible density factor, based on the fuel-air mixture
inducted, to be increased from 0.49 to 0,62 for an addi-
tion of from O to 15 percent exhaust gas in the mixture,
The data show that the effeot of the exhaust gas itself
is to increase the maximum permissible density factor
probably in the same manner that the water vapor
increases this factor by acting as a heat absorbent.
In throttling, however, this den@ty eflect is more than
offset by the increased resultant temperature “of the
gaees. In actual service engigm, it is doubtful if the
efFect of exhaust gas need be conaidercxl unless com-
parison isbing made with an engine that is comp~etely
scavenged or one using a turbosupercharger for boosting
at sea level. The results of tie. ~. A.. C. A. t.@s pre-
sented in this report gave satiefactmy knock-rating
curves even though the pe~entage
content varied by about 2:1.
EFFECT OF ENGINE SPEED
The effect of engine speed .is twofold.
of exhaus~gas
Increasing the
speed decremes #e t&e. interval for heat. exch-~ge
between the inducted_ charge and the walls of the
cylinder and the combustion chamber and decreases
the induction time preceding ignition by the electric
spark during which precombustkm reactions may take
place within the fuel-gir charge. The difference in
time interval for heat transfer to the charge changes
not only the temperature of the charge but also the
density at any given idet-air temperature and density.
Data obtained by Heron and Gillig (reference 9)
show that, with the C. F. R. engine used by them at
any given inlet-air pressure, the indicated mean effective
pressure at a coolant temperature of 212° 1?. did not
change for an increase of speed from 900 to 1,800 r. p. m.
When the coolant temperature was increased h 350°
F., the indicated mean eflective prasure at 900 r. p. m.
decreased 15 percent-and, at 1,800 r. p. m., decreased
only 6 percent. In these tests the spark advance was
30° B. .T. C.
Fig= 15 shows the data from reference 9 for the
two engine speeds; again straight lines have been drawn
connec&g the two points for each fuel. The most
interesting fact obtained from figure 15 is that, with
the exception of S-1 plvs tetraethyl lead (which after-
ignited), the fuels which knocked appreciated with
engine speed and the fuels which preignited or aftw-
ignited depreciatmi with engine ”speed. This ftict again
indica@ that secondary ignition is a different phe-
nomenon from knock and must be so recognized,
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The cause of the depreciation with. speed of the
seconda~ igniting fuels may be chemical, and the
explanation may be tbut decreasing the induction
period for precombustion reactions favors tbg forma-
tion “of certain compounds which lead to sccondmy
@&cm. A more likely expkmation is that, sinco
increasing the speed increases the total heat flow
through the cylinder walls, it increases the tempera-
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ture of any hot spot to a greater extent than it increases
the temperature of the rest of the WSIIS.
The fact that the knocking fuels appreciated with
engine speed may be the result of the increased rate o~
burning at the higher speed or it may be a tempcmture
spark effect. The true effect of speed on knock should
be determined by the use of the optimum spark ad-
vance at each speed tested. In this manner, the
eflect of engine speed together with the effect of heat
transfer during the induction and the compression
strokes will be determined. The speed and the heat-
transfer effects shouId be partly separated by main-
taining the cylinder-wall temperature constant and by
measuring the mass of air inducted at each inlet-air
temperature rather than the inlet-air prwsure.
Heron and Gillig in subsequent tests (unpublished)
found that using a sodium-cooled piston permitted the
boost pressure to be increased 32 percent with benzene
but ordy 3 percent with S-1 fuel. They also found that,
with this piston and a coolant temperature of 350° F.
at an engine speed of 1,800 r. p. m. and inlet-air tem-
peratures of 100° and 212° F., benzene petitted a
boost 6 percent higher than that permitted by S-1, and
that benzene (-which was limited by preignition or after-
ignition) was verg sensitive to spark-plug condition
whereas %1 was not. These data indicate that knock-
ing fueIs are inherently less sensitive than preigniting
fuels to the uniformity of engine temperature.
EFFECTOFSPAEKADVANCE
Varying the spark advance has the effect of varying
the temperature and the density at the time of Imock.
Therefore varying the spark advance has much the
same effect as varying the compression ratio. It is to
be expected that all fuels will not react the same to
changes in spark advance because of the variation in
the temperature-density relationship of the diflerent
fueIs.
The effect of varying the compression ratio on the
knock rating of the fuel in an engine has been shown to
be an effect chiefly of changing the gas density. As
the compression ratio is increased above the maximum
permissible value for any inlet-air condition, retarding
the spark to prevent knock should decrease the effective
compression ratio to the value that was found to be
permissible. The same idea can be expressed in a
different manner by saying that, for smy given condi-
tion of inlehair temperature and pressure, the maxi-
mum permissible po-iver output should be independent
of compression ratio provided that the ignition spark is
sticiently retarded to prevent knock and the spark
advance is equal to or less than the value required for
optimum advance. That this fact is approximately
true is shown in figure 16 from tests reported by Gardi-
ner and Whedon (reference 15). In this figure the
broken curve shows the effect of compression ratio on
the indicated mean effective pressure of the engine
tested for a nonknocking fuel and a constant spark ad-
vance. The solid curves are for the same engine oper-
ating on a gasoline that lmocked at a compr~sion ratio
of 4.7. As the compression ratio was increased above
this value and the spark retarded sc that the knock
was maintained at a constant level, the indicated mean
effective pressure remained practically constant. ~:
Data showing the permissible increase in inlet-air
pressure with a retarded spark (reference 16) are shown
in figure 17. The optimum spark advance in this case ._
was 29°. The data represent an effective decrease in
the compression ratio caused by the retarded spark
4#w#wl
FIaUEE 16.-Eelationsbfp between eompredon mtIo and engke performance with
spark advancaadjustdfora oonstant@me of knock (mrves from reference16).
with the accompanying increase in the permissible boost
pressure.
~ECT OFENGINE DESfGN
The effect of engine design (such as combustion-
chamber shape, turbulence, spark-plug position, bore-
stroke ratio, cooling medium, effectiveness of the ccol-
ing, and size) has many ramifications. Probably the
more important effects to be considered are the time
required for completion of combustion the surface-
vohune ratio of the combustion chamber, and the uni-
formity of the cooling of the walls of the cylinder and
the combustion chamber.
The surface-volume ratio is important from coneider-
atione of the cooling of the gases during the induction
and combustion periods. This ratio will probably not
in itself affect fuels that preignite, uniform cooling of
the combustion cha@er being assumed, and will prob-
~bly affect lmocking fuels. & the ratio is increased, the
——
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heat flow between the gases and the metal walls is in-
creased, which, in turn, affects the end-gas temperatures
and consequently the maximum permissible density
factor.
Decreasing the engine size @l tend b increase the
charge temperature if the wall is at a higher tempera-
ture than the incoming charge and to decrease the
charge’’temperature if the. wall is at ft lower temperature
5oD$I$um
I i 1 i 1 I A
32 ,28 24 20”” {6 ‘-””-
spark udvunce, deg. B.XC. .
FIGURE17.—EfCectof spark admmm on IWWm pe~~ble ~*k ~~me and
on maximum mmnfmible 1.m. e. p. (data from refemm 10). Er@e - 2,~
r. p. m; iw-octane+ml tetmetbrl M; mmpr~onmtkh 8.0;idetah tempem~~t
220”l?.
than that of the incoming charge. With preign.iting or
aft@niting fuels, it is probable that changing the
engine dimensions will not have much effect other than
that produced by the temperature change. Additional
experimental etidence is necessary on this point.
HawIey and Bartholomew have presented data on
the effect of bore and stroke on highest useful compres-
sion ratio (reference 17). Their data show t~ rntio
to decrease as either the bore Qr the stroke ~.increased
but the rate of decrease to lmcome 1sss @ the larger
bores.
The unifomnity of the coo& of the combust.ion-
chamber walls and the occw.ence of. hot SPO~. ~~~thin
the combustion chamber are particukdy import.nut in
that hot spots may cause a. fuoL to preignite at a lower
value of the charge density factor than would have
been the case had the fuel been limited by knock.
This aclion occurred in the N. A. C. A. tests, the results
of which have already been presented in tuble 11.
Aircraft engines probably show considemdh varia-
tion from any single standard because of variations
in met~od and uniformity of cooling. HOL spots pro-
duced by exhaust valves and by spark plugs vary con-
siderably between engines. The uniformity of the
cooling of the cylinder head depends on both the cooling
medium and the efficiency with which the medium is
brought into contact with the metal of tho cylinder and
the cyhuler head. A comparison of the rating curves
in figures 4 and 5 gives additional information on tho
effecte ,of engine design. The relationship of these two
sets of data will be discussed in more detail in the sec-
tion Ori correlation of data.
‘Turbulence or air flow in the combustion chamber is
known to affect knock, but the manner in which its
effect isproduced is not known and must bo [he sufiject
of further inv@igat.ion.
From the foregoing analyses, it is m’ident tbut a
eingle curve expresses the knocking characteristics of a
fuel in any one angine for a large range of mgine opcmt-
ing conditions. For a given engine, this curve can be
obtfi.d from a series of runs at one compression m t io
rtnd various inlet-air pressures and temperatures or
from a. series of runs at--one inlet-air pressure and a
series iil compression ratios and inlet-air temperatures.
IrI either case, the results represent a wide range of the
three ~ariables. Once the rating cwe Of tile fll~l IJM
been determined, the next problem is to eatimnte the
maximum permissible performance of tho ewgino with
this fuel under different operating conditions.
II-DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
ENGINE PERFORMANCE
The. maximum permissible performance obtainable
from any engine using a given fuel depemls on tho
service.in which the engine is to be used. The requirc-
menta for a long-range flying boat me different from
those of a transport mirpkme flying compmatively short
distances. The two factas that me prolmbly of most
inte&t in this respect are maximum permissible indi-
cated raerm effective pressure and minimum permissible
fuel consumption. Peak pressures aro of interest from
consid~rations of engim reliability. Those three fac-
tol~ are dl dependent on the compression ratio of the
engin~once the maximum permissible detity factor is
obtained. _
In the succeeding analysis, the dependency of the -
factors will be presented as a function of compression
rntio for conditions of intercooling (constmt inlet-air
temperature) and of no or partial intmcooling bctwcon
the supercharger and the engine cylinde~ (variable
inlet-air temperature).
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CONSTANT INLET-AIR TEMPERATURE
The indicatecI mean effeotive pressure for a constant
fuel-air ratio varies directly as the inlet-air density
and the cycIe eficiency:
i. m. e. p, CCP1X17C (4)
in which pl is the iulet-air density and E. is the cycle
efficiency. The inlet-air density is proportional to
P1/T1, The relationship betwwn RPJT1 at a constant
compression ratio and the indicated mean effective.
pressure is given in figure 18. These data are for the
conditions listed in table IV at a compression ratio of
6.50. It is seen that assuming -i. m. e. p. ccficcP1/T1
introduces a deviation of about + 3 percent. The data
presented in the previous section indicate that, for any
given fuif and for a constant inlet-air temperature, the
product of the inlet-air density times the compression
ratio must not exceed a certain constant in order to
prevent knock, the vaIue of the constant being depend-
ent on the particular engine. The maximum permis-
sible inlet-air density for any given compression ratio
is therefore expressed by:
RP,=K (5)
The value of the constant K at any speoified inlet-air
temperature is determined by the rating curve of the
fuel under consideration. hfultiplying the right-hand
side of proportionality (4) by R/R rmd eliminating the
constant RpI, it is seen that
E
i. m. e. p. a—’R (6)
Therefore, for a given fuel at a given inlet-air tempera-
ture, the maximum permissible indicated mean effec-
tive pressure varies directly as the cycle efficiency and
inversely as the compression ratio. Values of E. can
be determined by computation, taking into account the
variation of the specific heats of the gases with temper-
ature and considering the effect of the residurd gases.
Such computations give the values listed in table VIII
for the cyclo efficiencies and for the indicated specific
fuel consumption in pounds of fuel per indicated horse-
power-hour.
TABLE VIII
ESTIMATED CYCLE EFFICIENCIES AND SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUMPTION
b
comprPs- Speeiticfuel
sion ratio Cycle afSeIency consumption(ib./i.hp.-iU.)
I
4 0.341 ag
6 .415
8
:Fo :E
fl .52s .208
[ I I I
It must be remembered that the values of the cycle
efficiencies and the fueI consumption Iisted in table
VIII do not consider the heat losses during the com-
1 1 1
.... ,-. . --. .,,. .-
1 1 I / t
/ t
t
:–7 “m I t I IP,
——ilRe.D. ocll=
0
..3
+
& {
.2
./
/00 MO I@ 220 260 3(M
h. e.p.,lb.~sq.h
?IGCBElS.-ReLatiorrahip bakreen fndieated mean eflecttre ~ and density
factor, Pent-roof eombuatkmchsmbeq engine ar@d, 2XO0r. P. m.; fuel-ah ratio,
0J3iS;compressionratio, 6.6;incip!ent knook; cooifmt tempemtrrra@oO F.
mstion cycle; consequently, the indicated fuel con-
wmptions obtained on an engine are in excess of the
-iaIues listed. The values are satisfactory for a com-
parison. From table VIII and expressions (6) and (5),
factors proportional to the mm.inmrn permissible indi-
cated mean effectire pressure and the ma.xinmm
permissible boost pressure can be obtained for any
inlet-air temperature.
The maximum permissible peak pressure at any
given inlet-air temperature can be estimated from the
thermodynamic equation:
“=PO’+R) (7)
As has already been shown, for any constant inlet-air
temperature, PIR must be a constant. Equation (7)
can then be written as the folIow@ proportionality:
‘+’-’+%) (s)
Assuming a -wJue of 18,000 B. t. u. per pound of fuel,
580° F. absolute for 11, 0.25 B. t. u. per pound per
degree Fahrenheit for c,, and a fuel-air ratio of 0.069,
the proportionality becom~=:
P3CCR7-1+8.O (9)
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These relationships, assuming a value of 1.29 for Y
in expression (9), are shown grap~ca~y in figmg 19.
The vahms for the. indicated mean effective pressure
.8
/, @cle eflciency
2, im.e.p facfa- ~
3, Specificfuelconsumoi%n fuctor
.7 4,Inlet-uir-~ess- fUCtiC5,Pew/c~eesvre ‘foctor
4
.6
.5 /
/ ‘
/
\ { “
.4 :.h
5
\ \/ x
.3 i \
.2
.1
2 10
C;mpressiZ ratio
8
FIGUEW19.—Eflect of compreadon ratio on moxtmrrm permkatble Porformmme
iaotora.
factor and the peak pre=ure factor have been multiphed
by suitttble constants so that the same ordinate scale
can be used for all the curvas. These curves express
the relationship between the maximum permissible
indicated mean effective pressure, the lowest permissible
indicated specific fuel consumption, and the peak
pressure for any one fuel at anyone inlet-air temperature
for a seriw of compression ratios. The curve for the
necessary inlet-air pressure for the maximum permissible
indicated mean effective pressure factor is also given
and is proportional to the reciprocal of the compression
ratio. It is emphasized again that these curves repre-
sent any fuel at any given inlet-air temperature. The
results for any two fuels have the same rehttion as the
respective values of RPJT1 for the assumed inlet-air
temperature. Curve 5 shows that the estimated
maximum permiseible peak pressure increases SIightly
with compression ratio, whereas the data in table VII
show that the peak pressures decrease slightly.
VARIABLEmLET-AII&TE31PEJlATURE
For an engine in which the mixture is not cooled to
atmospheric temperature after paasing through the
supercharger, the effects of the heating of the air cluing
the compression in t~e supercharger must be taken into
account, In the discussion of the previous section in
which a constant inlet-air temperature was assumed, it
was also assumcii that the variation in compression
temperature because of the change in compression ratio
was negligible. Although this assumption is justified
by the data already presented, it is doubtful that it can
also be applied to the compression in the supercharger.
h exponent of 1.4 for the compression of the air in
the sup6rchmger and an initial air temperature of
1200 l?. being assumed, the values listed in table IX
are obtained for the supercharger compression ratio R8
and for .TI, over a range of 1’1 from 30 h 58 inches of
merc~” absolute. In the fourth column are tabulated
the values of RPJT1 for iso-octane, these values having
been obtained from cohmm 3 in table IX and figure 4.
The fifth column lists the maximum permissible com-
pression “ratio for the tabulated inlet-air pressures. It
is emphasized that whereas, for a constant inlet-air
temperature, curves varying only in the proportionality
consta@ can be drawn which are applicable to any fuel,
for a variable inlet-air temperature each set of data
applies to only one fuel.
Without the intarcooler between the supercharger and
the cyIinders, the indicated mean effective pressure is
no longer proportional to the inlet-air pressure Pz be-
cause of the heating that has taken place within the
supercharger. Instead, the indicated mean effective
pressure for a constsat inlet-air temperature and pres-
sure to the supercharger is proportional to the super-
charger compression ratio 22, and, as before, to the
cycle efficiency as expressed by the relationship:
i. m. e. p.cc R.x E. (lo)
The values of R, are obtained from the seco~d cohunn
in table IX, and the vabs of E, from the compression
ratios listed in column 5 and the corresponding vtduos
of E. obtained from the tabulated cycle efficiencies
already given. The indicated mean effective pressure
faatms are given in column 7 and are again a propor-
tionali~ factmr.
TABLEIX
ESTIMATION OF MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE I. M. E. P. FACTOR
FOB ISO-OCTANE FROM FUEL-RATING CURVE LN FIGURE 4
~t-air tompsrature, IW F.; audlbkr knocb, ilatdfsk combustion chamber; no
Intercoalw]
I I 1 1 , , 8 L
-.
Thwe values can be compared with those presented
in figure 19 for the condition of constant inlet-air tem-
perature by using a corresponding set of conditions,
that is, the condition of no boost. In the second series
of data, the compr~sion ratio for no boost is 8,80, and
the indicated mean effective pressure factor is 0.480.
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I?or the rxmdition of constant Met-air temperature, the
indicated mean effective pressure factor at a comprea-
aion ratio of 8.80 is 0.273. Consequently, in order to
oompare the vaIues from the foregoing proportionality
factor with the indicated mean effective pressure factors
for constant inlet-air temperature, the term R,XEC
must be multiplied by 0.273/0.480 as given in cohmm 8.
In figure 20 is shown the effect of compression ratio
on the maximum prmiesible indicated mean effective
CkpresslG rafio
Fmum 2Q.-Effect of various degrees of Intercoollng between superobsrger and
_ oyltndernon mrcfimum s=of=lble i. m. e. p. factor. k-oetax andfbls
knmk.
pressure factor for vrwious degreea of intercaoling be-
tween the supercharger and the engine cyl.indem. The
compression exponent indicated for each curve ex-
presses the degree of intercooling. For an exponent of
~= 1.0, tie c~e ~ tie me M that shown in @e 19,
in which it was assumed that the air entered the engine
at a constant temperature, 120° F. The curves for the
exponents of 1.2 and 1.6 were obtained in the manner
frustrated for the value of 1.4. The curves emphasize
the gain in maximum power that can be obtained by
installing an intercookw so that the air or charge enters
the cylinders at a temperature close to or equal to that
at which it entera the supercharger. With am exponent
of 1.6, the maximum permissible indicated mean effeo-
tive pressure factor reaches a maximum at a compr~-
sion ratio of 6.3. Dicksee (reference 18) pointed out in
1927 that, for any one fueI, one certain compression
ratio would give the maximum permissible power pro-
vided that the air or charge not be cooled after it left
the supercharger.
In the subsequent calculations presented in this re-
port, it will be assumed that the vaIue of y is 1.4 for the
condition of no interceding or partial interceding be-
tween the supercharger and the engine cylindam.
.MAXIMUM PERMISSJM E ENGINE PEEFOWMANCE WITH
DIFFERENT FUEtS
k figure 21 are oompared the maximum permisdble
indicated mean eilective pressure factors for three fuels
with no interoooler between the supercharger and the
oylinders. The corresponding inlet-air pressures are
given in figure 22. The right-hand end of the indicated
“Compressionrofio
Emmm 2L—Oomperfeon of maximum p~k i. m. e. P. factors at dfdered
oompressfonreffm forthreedMerent fnek. No fnteruder (7, L4) bet=ean super.
_ ~d ewlna cylfndere.
FIouzE 22.-Comparkon rd mexfmwn permdcdble fuht-afr pmsnres at dWreolt
oompreslon ratfoa for thrw dfffemnt fuels. No intercaokr (T, 1.4)between super.
_ end -8 C@bldei%.
mean effective pressure curves represents in each case
the condition of 120° l?. inlet-air temperature and 30
inches of mercury irdet-air pressure. ‘& the compres-
sion ratio is decreased, the curves tend to approach
each other in the same manner that the rating curves of
the fuels approached each other as the temperature of
the inlet air was increased (fig. 4).
If it is aesumed that a maximum boost pressure of 10
inches of mercury can be obtained, the maximum per-
formances possible with the three fuels are shown in the
following table:
Oompre L m-e&p. f%wc%
don ratio Mym&l Knock I
S.6 &a 0.29
I
Incl Ient.
118 .80 .8a &AnD&Ie.
&.2 .27 .80 I
-.
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Fuel 1 therefore represents a gain of 25 percent in
maximum indicated mean effective pressure over fuel
3 and a decrease of 22 percent in the spec%c fuel con-
sumption. With fuel 1, the peak pressurcw for this
performance would be 1.5 to 2 times those with fuel 3.
CORRELATION OF RATING CURVES OBTAXNED ON DIFFERENT
ENGINES
As was shown in table II, it is possible to get two
different rating curves for one fuel on the same engine
by eliminating hot spots. This variation .@ouId be
attributed to the engine. The data in reference 6
showed a greater temperature effect from variations
in compression ratio than is shown by the N. A; C. A.
data presented herein rind by the data presented in
references 3 and 5. The general trends shown in the
previous figures should nevertheless be applicable to
different engines.
The data obtained at the ~. A4.C. A. laboratoriw on
the flat-disk and the pent-roof combustion chambem
~stalled on the 5- by 5%-inch engine permit a COme-
lation to be made between the data for the two forms
of combustion chamber.
The rathg curve for iso-octane at incipient knock in
the pent-roof combustion chamber determined from
the data in table III is shown in figure 23, together
.7
1, Pa+woof combu.sfion ci%xnber
.6
2, F/of-disk ccnnbudkw cbomber
cm~re;!o n
.5
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—%- . x 7.25
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0 8.00
q 8.75
R$4 ~ c+ \
x + +<
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\ .“ u+ I
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> \ +—-
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FIWJFIE23.-Oompru1sonof rathrgcurve for fso-mtonewith two different oambue$lon
ObillllbWS. kofpient knook.
with the curve for the flat-disk combustion chambar.
The curves are approximately parallel, but that for the
flat-disk combustion chamber is 0.050 RP1/Tl lower
than that for the pent-roof combustion chamber. In
table X are given the necessary computations to deter-
mine the estimated indicated mean effective pressure
curves -from the two rating curves for the conditions
listed,
Cohmm 7 of table X contains the indicated mean
effectiv8 pressure fRctors for the two combustion
chambers using the same fuel. In column 8 the indi-
cated mean effective pressure factors for the flat-disk
combustion chamber have been multiplied by 0.273 ~
0.480 so that the factors can be directly compared with
those previoufdy given. These vahws have already
been plotted in figure 21. The performance factors
for the fuels, and not for the enginw, can be compared
by tiding a factor by which to multiply the values in
column 7 to correIate the w-dues with those for tho
flat-disk combustion chamber. At any one compres-
sion ratio, the two heads should show the same factor
for the one fuel. The disk combustion chamber has a
factor of 0.262 at a compr~sion ratio of 7.70. The
compression-rrdio column for the pent-roof combus-
tion chamber shows rLcompression ratio of 7.69 with a
factor of 0.502. Because these two vah= of compres-
sion ratio are practicably the same, the dues in column
7 for the pent-roof combustion chamber me multiplied
by 0.262/0.502. The resulting indicated mean effec-
tive p~~sure factors are given in cohmm 8. The
futom for the two combustion charnbem are plotted
in figure 24. The data show that a single curve repre-
sents both combustion chambers (curve 2).
TABLEX
E8TI~TION OFMAXIMUMPERAIMSIRLEL hf. E. P. FACTOR FOR
TWO DIFFERENT COMBUSTION CHAMBERS USING THE SAME
FUEL :
[Fuel, feo-octow krmk, fndpfenGinIe~+!ktemmture tosupemhrger,lWJOF.;
no fntercooler]
1 2 t 8 I 4 1“ 5 [6[7”18/
— . 1. ———TIH: ::.) “ ~F” ‘p~T’ R E, lLR. (?lFah.)
FWcUek combuetlonebember, 2WI r, p. m.
I I I
I .-< Pent-rod emnbnstionchamber,2,!2111r. P. m.
—
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The curves presented in figure 24 do not indicate
which form of combustion chamber permits the highest
indicated mean efTective pressure. Small changes in
design, such as the elimination of the rcceesea in the
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piston used with the pent-roof chamber, might change
the relationship of the curves in figure 23, The figures
indicate that this method of estimating maximum per-
missible performance permits a certain degree of cor-
relation between different combustion-chamber forms,
but that certain dJ7erences are dependent on the
design.
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FIGnE 2L-Effeet of compressionretio on mesfnmm permissibleL m. e. P. fectorfor
IeerArme fortwodifferentmmbmtfon chembers. No fntermoler between super-
charger and en@nBoylinders.
Curve 1 in figure 24 shows the correI&t~d data for the
fl~t-disls combustion chamber with b-octane and the
d~ta obtained by Heron and Gillig from a C. F. R.
engine using C. F. R. S-1 fuel (unpublished data).
The S-1 fuel is practically identical with the fuel listed
as iso-octane in the NT.A. C. A. tests. Heron and Gillig
found that, at a speed of 1,800 r. p. m. and a coohint
temperature of 350° F., the C. F. R. S–I reference fuel
permitted an inlet-air pressure of 49.7 inches of mer-
cury at an inletaixture temperature of 110° F. and an
irilet-air pressure of 48.2 inches of mercury at an idet-
rnixture temperature of 212° F. The correlation be-
tween the C. F. R. engine and the N. ~. C. A. 5- by
5J@ch engine shows more variation than that for the
two combustion chambers on the AT.A. C. A. engine.
Even so, the variation is only +3 percent. Although
more test data are needed, the curves indicate that
satisfactory correlation between difi%rent engines can be
obtained provided that the performance is limited by
knock.
Correlation between two fuels used in two diflerent
types of combustion chamber can be obtained from tables
II and IT. By the method used to obtain the previous
figures, it can be shovvn that, for the pent-roof combus-
tion chamber, the indicated mean dleotive pressure
factors for the iso-octane, when multiplied by 0.500, lie
on the same curve as the data for the flat-disk combus-
tion chamber (fig. 25). Ii the correlation of data for
more than one fuel, the same factor should be used for
all fuels. The use of this same factor gives the curve
indicated for the pent-roof combustion chamber with the
iso-octane plus 1.0 nd of tetraethyl lead. The curve
lies below the corresponding curve for the flahdisk
chamber. The data show that the fit-disk combus-
tion chamber permitted a greater percentage increase in
performance than did the pent-roof chamber when 1.0
ml of tetraethyl lead was added to the iso-octane. It
is concluded from the curves that no method of fuel
rating on a single engine will give results which are ..__
accurately applic.able to alI engines but that it is possible
to make an estimation of the approximate gain permitted
by the use of improved fuds which will indicate basic .._
di&rences in the behavior of different engines with
these fueLs. It is emphasized that these curves do not .. ..
show- which combustion chamber gave the highest en- ___
gine output but indicate only the proportional in-
creases permitted by the two fuels.
Compression rofio
FIG- 2fi.-CbrreIeMon of mnrfrnnm permkslbIe f. m. e. p. feetors for two fnele fn hvo combnetfon obembere of dMkrent design. NO b.demooler between super-
ohereer (Y, L4) end ensfneoylirrdem fncipfent knocX msfm SW=% %W r. P. m.
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MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE ENOINE PEUFOBMANCE
In the figures presented, it has been assumed that
the engine is operated at a cogetant compression ratio.
The data show that, in order to obtain maximum power
for take-off and minimum fuel consumption for cruising,
the engine should be operated at a variable compression
ratio. The variation of the actual compression ratio
of an engine leads to considerable mechanical complica-
tion. The effective compression ratio cm be varied,
as shown in figures 16 and 17, by changing the spark
advamce.
The most important fact to be learned from figures
16 and 17 is that, by retarding the spark, the maiimum
permissible boost pressyre cgg be considerably in-
creased. ConsequentIyj for the most eflicient use of
any fuel, the compression ratio should ba the highest
value permissible for the desired power output, and
the inlet-air temperature shotid be the lowesti com-
patible with the volatility and freezing charac~eristic.s
of the fuel. This conditiom. represents the lowest
specific fuel co~umption, and it has been shown that,
with ieo,octane. plus 1.0 ml of titraethyl letml, the
completion ratio at atmosphereio irdet pressure is
about 12. For mfium power in take-off, the spark
oan be retarded and the inlekair pressure can be
hiweased. If no or partial intercooling is provided,
the optimum perfo~ance of the engine is represenbd
by the data given in @es 20 “and 21. With a degree
of intercooling reprwented by ~= 1.4 and with iso-
octane plus 1.0 ml of tetraethyl lead, the permissible
power can be increased 19 percent by retarding the
spark until the effective compression ratio is reduced
from 10 to 6.
Figure 19 shows that, with intercooling, the same
decrease in effective compre@on ratio permits the
maximum permissible power to be increased 38 percent.
In neither of these cases haa any change in speed been
considered. The compassion ratio of 10 results in a
decrease of 17 percent in the speciiic fuel consumption
factor from the consumption at a compression ratio of 6.
The amount the spark can be retarded at high com-
pression ratios will probably be limited by preignition
because, rdthough the end-gas temperature and density
can be maintained constant, the density and the
temperature preceding ignition is increased at the late
spark advances.
Although these values may be. overoptimistic, it is
probable that, by the use of a high-compression-ratio
engine and a retarded spark for take-off conditions,
compression ratios higher than those used at present
can be employed for cruising conditions and that the
use of these. compression ratios will result in a saving
in fuel consumption. There seems to be no reason to
believe that fueI oonsumptions of 0.35. pound per brake
horsepower-hour should not be obtained with iso-
octane fuel plus 1.0 rrd or more of tetraethyl lead per
gallon by operating the engine at a compression ratio
of about 10 for cruising, by retarding the spark to a
lower. compression ratio, and by boosting to provide
suf6cient power for take-off, provided that an intercooIer
for the incoming mixture can be provided.
Taylor, Ku, and Kennedy (reference 19) ran similar
teds simulating altitude conditions and suggested
varying the spark advance as an effective method of
maintaining critical altitude power down to sea level.
Additiond data on the foregoing method of engine
operation are shown in table Xl In this test the
engine was operated at the optimum spark advance at
a compression ratio of 6,5 and the maximum pm-
missible inlet-air pressure wris determined for an irdet
temperature of 200° l?. The compression ratio was
then increased to 8.0 and the spark retarded unt.fl the
engine could be operated at this same inlet-air pressure
and temperature. The resuhs show that engine data
were nearly the same for both conditions of operation
except that the exhaust temperatures were SIight.ly
lower .at the higher compression ratio. When the
spark -advance was set for the optimum value at the
higher compression ratio, the maximum permissible
indicated mean effective pressure was decreased to 173
pounds per square inch but the specific fuel consump-
tion was decreased to 0.445 pound per indicated
horsepower hour.
TABLE~1
EFFEOTOFSPARKADVANCEON.MAXIM~MPERMIMIBLEINLET.
- AIRPREESUR~AT TWO COMPRESSION RATIOS
[Engfne SE.W, 2,&10r. p. n;?@ fs&octnne+I.O ml of tetraethyl lead per grJ1on;
~t-* ~ mnxfmumwfthoutknocktn~ nhfWmtlo,lM(-bum po~u);
fnleti”tmnpamtnre ,2CC0F.]
I Compressionmt[o I
6.50
Opt&urm smk advance,
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
Inlet* pr- h. Eg... 4s
?;:%%%%%?::::
8’
a 2:
Exkmst tempekture, OF..- 1,42;
Tern eraturerkw,“F.......
LMax um oylinder pres-
sure, lb. persq. in. . . . . . . . %-&7bo 1
8.CQ 8.IXJ
al 29
46 g
22
: ~~ a;;
-- . . . ..-.
‘ 10 . . . . . . . . . . .
a?fi-?m . . . . . . . . . . .
HI-COMPARISON OF KNOCKING-CHARACTERISTIC
CURVES WITH OCTANE NUMBER
The most generaIIy accepted index of fuel rating is
octane number. This index depends on a comparison
of the knocking characteristics of a given fuel. wit]l. a
blend of heptane and iso-octane. Since the knocking
characteristics of different fuels do not necessarily have
the same relative values for different engine operating
conditions, the octane number of a fuel will vary with
engine operating conditions unless the characteristics of
the fuel are similar to heptane and iso-octane blends, as
hae been pointed out by Heron and Beatty (reference
20). The purpose of octane number is not to indicate
the maximum permissible performance that can be
obtained from a fuel under any operating conditions but
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to indicate whether the fuel wiU knock under the most
severe conditions to which it will be subjected. In
general, this most severe condition will be either at
take-off when the power output of the engine is high
but knock is suppressed by enriching the mixture or at
cruising when the power output is low but the mixture
has been leaned to the minimum pern&ible vshe. If
the fuela to be rated have similar characteristics, a
single value of octane number representing one of these
two conditions will probably be satisfactory. If fuels
of different characteristics are to be rated, it may be
necessary to determine octane numbem at these two
most severe conditions.
The method of considering the fuels and the engines
presented in the present report is suggested as a means of
detmmining the relative maximum permissible engine
perfonmmce that can be obtained under any operating
conditions. It presents a method of determining the
manner in-which the combination of engine and fuel can
be used most efficiently. Although these two methods
of fuel rating ser-re different purposes, they should be
compared.
In figures 26 and 27, the maximum permissible
density factors are plotted against AST&l octane
numbers for the blends used in the N. A. C. A. tests
and for the blends used by Heron and GilJig in the
tests reported in reference 9. In each case for the
/10 I I 1 I I
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FIGCBZ23.-Relstionskdp betmeen meximum permimlble density factor snd mtsne
number for fuel blends used tn N. A. C. A. tmt&
~. ~. ~. il. data, the curves are sht@ht lines (fig. 26).
The slopes of the lines vary and, as a result, the actua.1
variation in engine performance is not a mnstant with
respect to octane number. At the lowest tiet-air
temperature tested, 10 octane numbers represent a
change in the ma.fium pe rmissible density factor of
0.070; and, at the highest iulet-sir tempwature, the
same range represenb a change of 0.023, If a constant
compression ratio is assumed, the increase in the mati-
mum p ermissible density factor represents a propor-
tional increase in matium permissible indicated mean
effective pressure.
The data of reference 9 (~. 27) extend over a greater
range of octane number than those of the NT. A. C. A.
tests and show that the curves at different engine speeds
have difhrent slopm and also that, for a series of blends
at constant engine speed and jacket temperature, the
slope of the curve changes. With the data presented in
figure 27, each curve apparently consists of two straight
lines. These curv- emphasize the fact brought out in
various other papers that, as the octane number is in-
creased, the corresponding improvement in maximum
permissible engine output becomes greata for a constant
incremmt of octane number.
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FmuEiEfi7.-Eelstionshig bstmen msximnm permkdble density factor rmd oetano
nnmber for b!ends of S-1 and M-1 refersme fnds (dsts from reference9).
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this report show that, by a
determination of the booking characteristics of a fuel
in an engine as a function of the highest permissible
inlet-air density at any inlet-air temperature, data
obtained at one compression ratio or at one idet-air
pressure are applicable to a series of inlet-air pressures
and compression ratios at the d&remt inlet-air tem-
peratures testad.
balysis of the more important engine factors affect-
ing knock leads to the conclusion that the most im-
portant independent variables in any one engine are
the inlet-mixture density and temperature and the
mixture ratlio.
The data show that preignition must be trea~d
separately from knock if the fuds are to be adequately
rated in the engine. In the case of knock, the maximum
permissible performance increases with speed for a
constant spark advance; whereas, with preignition, the
indication is-hat the maximum permissible performance
clecrem- with engine speed.
The analysis shorn that for any particular fuel the
maximum p ermisaible power increases as the compres-
sion ratio is decreased provided that the inlet-air
temperature is kept constant and the performance is
limited by knock and not by preignition. For the
cases in which the Met air is heated an increasing
amount as the boost prwsure is increased, the rate of
maximum p ermissible power increase with decreasing
,..
. .
-.
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compression ratio decreases and finally passes through
a value of zero aa the exponent of adiabatic compression
within the supercharger is increased. For the pmti-
cular example cited in this report, an exponent of 1.6
resulted in an increase in the maximum permissible
power as the compression mtio of the engine was
decreased until the ratio reached a vaIue of 6.3. Fur-
ther decrease in the comprwsion ratio caused a decrease
in the maximum permissible power output.
The data show that a certain amount of correlation
can be obtained between the knocliing-chmficteristic
curves of several fueIs obtained on dif7erent engines
but that there are certain differences which are caused
by the variation ti engine designs.
Presentation of the data on the basis of maximum
permissible inIet-air density shows that the octane
scale has a value in relation to angine output that varies
with both octane number and the conditions of engine
operation.
LANGLEY hlEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMfiTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD) ~’A,, iSe@ember14, 1938.
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